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“Cirque du Soleil without the Disney and the disinfectant...this is the future of British circus”  

The Guardian  

1. About the Company  

 

NoFit State was founded in 1986 by five 

friends. During a politically charged time, 

in a recession, and as a creative reaction 

to the world around them, the circus was 

born. 

Over 20 years later NoFit State still 

believes that the total outweighs the sum 

of the parts. The company lives together, 

works together, eats together, laughs and 

cries together – travelling in trucks, 

trailers and caravans and loving and 

breathing as one community. This is what 

creates the spirit that is Nofit State and 

gives the work its heart and soul. 

Contemporary circus combines live music, 

dance, stage design, text, and film with 

traditional circus skills. It is rooted in the 

travelling community who turn up, pitch a 

tent, drum up an audience, and then leave 

with only flattened grass and a memory to 

show they were ever there. The circus are 

the strangers who live amongst us – and if 

we run away to join them we are throwing 

off our inhibitions, our conventions, the rules of settled society. We are taking to the road knowing 

that there is no destination only a journey. 

Today NoFit State is the leading large-scale contemporary circus company in the UK producing 

professional touring productions and a wide variety of community, training, and education projects 

for people of all ages.   

Our professional tented touring shows have visited 15 different countries, played to audiences of 

over 250,000 and have won numerous prestigious international arts awards including, for 

‘Immortal’,  Best Show of Tarrega Festival 2006 and, for ‘Tabù’,  Total Theatre Award at Edinburgh 

International Festival 2010. 
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2. Artistic Process 

“Less of a circus, more a parallel universe” Sunday Herald 

 

NoFit State has a national track record in developing high quality projects and programmes, which 

enable ordinary people to develop circus skills, from taster workshops and inspirational participatory 

projects in community settings to large-scale participatory performances in high profile international 

festivals. Many of these projects have resulted in the development of sustainable community circus 

groups and follow up collaborations and activities.  

Over the last 15 years, NoFit State has established a unique model of collaborating with 

communities to research and develop new approaches to contemporary circus theatre performance. 

The performance language for the highly successful tented touring shows ‘Immortal’ and ‘Tabù’ was 

developed through a trilogy of large scale participatory projects, each involving 250+ local 

participants working together with a core company of professional artists and performers.  

This year, NoFit State looks at the inhabitation of new spaces and the vocabularies that are 

associated with them. Mundo Parallello was created for indoor traditional theatre spaces whereas 

with Barricade, the big top has been lifted to reveal a large-scale circus-theatre piece for public 

spaces told through spectacular circus images. With Barricade there is also a community option 

where the project can be extended to integrate a residency where the company works with local 

community groups to involve them in the final performance. This residency will also provide an 

opportunity for the public to witness behind the scenes of the circus.  
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3. A European Project 

ZEPA “European Zone of Artistic Projects” is supported by the European programme for cross-border 

cooperation INTERREG IV A France (Channel) England and aims to develop street arts. Nine partners 

across the European region covering Southern England and Northern France, several partners share 

their resources, experience, skills and knowledge to support European and International artistic 

projects.  

The ZEPA partners are: Atelier 231, Centre National des Arts de la rue (Sotteville-lès-Rouen); Le 

Hangar / Pôle National des Arts de la rue et du cirque (Amiens) ; Culture Commune, Scène Nationale 

du Bassin Minier du Pas-de-Calais (Loos-en Gohelle) ; Le Fourneau, Centre National des Arts de la rue 

(Brest) ; Zap Art (Brighton) ; Brighton Festival (Brighton) ; Hat Fair (Winchester) ; Southampton City 

Council; SeaChange Arts (Great Yarmouth). 

In 2010, the nine members of the European Zone of Artistic Projects (ZEPA) chose two associate 

companies, that were commissioned to develop two large-scale performances: Généric Vapeur from 

France will create « Waterlitz » and NoFit State Circus from Wales will make « Barricade ». The 

companies will devise a piece of work reflecting their journey through this ‘Artistic Zone’, inspired by 

the territories of the nine different partners and to be performed between May 2011 and the end of 

2012. 
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4. Barricade 

A maelstrom of spectacular circus imagery, breathtaking aerial and acrobatic skills, alarming 

pyrotechnics and inspiring live music in celebration of the mighty human effort needed to 

overcome the walls, barriers and obstacles we find, or place, in our path. 

Two trucks block the town square. They disgorge their contents of wire and tyres and assemble a 
structure that divides the square in two, an obstacle to normal paths and daily routines.  
Suddenly, the wind is rising. A wind of change. People are building a barricade to defend themselves 
from the storm. They hurry to bring tyres, ladders and other objects in impossible volumes.  The 
barricade they build, a spectacular aerial playground, sets the scene for a maelstrom of breathtaking 
circus images, powerful stories of separation and unity, dangerous acts of creation and destruction. 
A tightrope walker holds his megaphone aloft, a handful of acrobats climb never ending ladders, 
aerialists swing from impossible heights... in a turbulent world of tyres and ladders, smoke without 
fire, devilish newspapers and smashing doors, their stories of personal and universal frustration 
unfold as spectacular, alarming, absurd and moving circus images. Barricade explores the obstacles, 
barriers and defences that prevent us from touching each others’ lives and obstruct us from 
achieving our goals. Through aerial and acrobatic circus spectacle, live music, pyrotechnics and Nofit 
State’s signature theatrical chaos, Barricade celebrates the mighty human effort required to 
overcome the walls that we find or place in our path.  
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« Barricade » is a show created for the European Zone of Artistic Projects (ZEPA), a European 

network promoting the development of street-arts, supported by the European programme for 

cross-border cooperation INTERREG IV A France (Channel) England. The nine ZEPA partners, 

« Barricade » co-commissioners, are Le Hangar / Pôle National Arts de la Rue et Cirque (Amiens), 

Atelier 231 (Sotteville-lès-Rouen), Culture Commune (Bassin Minier du Pas-de-Calais), Le Fourneau 

(Brest), Zap Art (Brighton), Southampton City Council, SeaChange Arts (Great Yarmouth), Hat Fair 

(Winchester) and Brighton Festival. 
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John St. Cardiff, CF10 5PE 

Wales, U.K. 

+44 (0)29 2022 1330 

 

Creative Producer: Ali Williams ali@nofitstate.com 

Artistic Director: Orit Azaz orit@c-sense.uk.com 

Assistant Producer: Camille Beaumier camille.beaumier@gmail.com 
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